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Press Information: Wine Lister 
 
What is Wine Lister? 

Wine Lister, launched in May 2016, - and technology-driven independent 

wine rating system. Its uniquely independent approach gathers data from multiple sources to rate 

wines on a truly holistic and objective basis, bringing users a full, 360° view on thousands of 

individual wines. Rather than relying on a single palate, Wine Lister combines scores from the 

most respected wine critics in major markets, as well as taking into account brand strength and 

economic indicators.  

 

Wine Lister has gathered vast volumes of data on thousands of fine and noteworthy wines across 

the world, covering multiple vintages. The free version of www.wine-lister.com shows average 

scores and prices for each wine across all its vintages. In order to make expert decisions on 

buying, selling, and drinking, users need to subscribe. As well as vintage-level scores and prices, 

subscriber-only features include access to a wealth of underlying data, interactive wine and 

vintage comparison charts, in-depth regional reports, and more, with new features constantly 

being developed. Subscription costs £90 annually or £10 monthly. 

 

How did Wine Lister start?  

Former investment banker turned fine wine writer, Ella Lister, always retained an analytical 

approach to her journalism. 

of sophistication as the world of finance in terms of information, which was disparate, incomplete 
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or subjective. Wine Lister was set up to be the go-to source for objective, data-driven guidance 

and analysis.    

 

The rating criteria: 

Wine Lister scores are made up of three main categories: 

a) Quality: the qualitative rating is obtained from two criteria: 

• Critic score  the combined scores of four 

wine critics, each representing four major fine wine markets:  

o UK: Jancis Robinson 

o US: Antonio Galloni (Vinous) 

o France: Bettane+Desseauve 

o Asia: Jeannie Cho Lee 

• Wine life  quality is also measured according to the average ageing 

capacity of each wine 

b) Brand strength: two complementary criteria provide a reliable, impartial measure of 

:  

• Restaurant presence  proprietary research into 

 

• Popularity  online search frequency data from 

wine site, Wine-Searcher 

c) Economics: using prices from Wine Owners (based on the world's largest wine price 

database, Wine-Searcher), Wine Lister takes into account various price metrics, namely: 

• 3-month average bottle price  the price the market is willing to pay for each 

wine 

• 6-month price performance  short-term wine price performance, an 

indication of current market trends  

• 3-year CAGR  the compound annual growth rate for each vintage, determining 

whether  time 

• Price stability  wine price volatility measured over a 12-month period  

• Volume traded  figures collated by Wine Market Journal from sales at the 

world's major fine wine auction houses, representing secondary market demand 

 

How does Wine Lister work? 

mailto:team@wine-lister.com
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With the help of data scientists, Wine Lister developed sophisticated algorithms to handle the 

data, which must be normalised, weighted and aggregated to form category scores, before being 

combined to form the overall Wine Lister score, on a 1000-point scale.  

 

Wine Lister analyses approximately 10 times more criteria than other rating systems. By adopting 

a 1000-point scale, Wine Lister not only maintains the scale of difference between the different 

wines, but also moves away from the inflation associated with the 100-point scale, where people 

are used to seeing little or nothing below 80 points.  

 
 

 
 

 

A 1,000-point scale therefore allows Wine Lister to redefine the use of the spectrum, where 

anything above 500 is stronger than average, with 900 points being far harder to achieve than a 

90-point critic score. 

 

Who is Wine Lister for?  

Wine Lister users comprise wine collectors, investors, members of the fine wine trade, and 

producers themselves.  

 

Wine Lister is a sophisticated system, rating sophisticated wines, for an increasingly 

sophisticated audience. Its scores are an easily digestible shorthand for the qualitative and 

quantitative data at the heart of Wine Lister. For the time-poor, they give an instant indication of 

, while others enjoy delving 

deeper into the underlying data. 

 

Resources  

• Wine Lister blog  proprietary analysis on fine wine trends, new releases, and exclusive 

wine trade observations 

• Wine Lister analysis  one-page factsheets with key information on new releases, and 

in-depth reports on the performance of the fine wine market's most prominent regions 

(subscribers only  please let us know if you would like press access) 

mailto:team@wine-lister.com
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• Wine Lister is on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and Instagram  keep abreast of daily fine 

wine news and latest blog posts  

 

mailto:team@wine-lister.com
https://twitter.com/wine_lister
https://www.facebook.com/WineListerLtd
https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/10253227/
https://www.instagram.com/winelister/
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WL Testimonials 

richness of the  

Ian Mill QC (barrister and wine collector) 

 

 a much needed new interpretation 

 

Susie De Paolis (wine consultant) 

 

 Lister moves away from the 100-point scale and the inflation it 

causes in markings. The 1,000-point scale makes perfect sense, because it is a very complex 

assessment system, one that is completely valid, and I think of great interest and of great value 

if you are a fine wine buyer.  

Steven Spurrier (wine writer and international taster)  

 

-

 

Nicolas Glumineau (CEO & winemaker at Château Pichon Longueville Comtesse de Lalande) 

 

it allows me to marshal varied information   

Nick Emley (wine consultant) 

 

 for this truly fascinating, meticulous study, based on scientific, objective, 

international, multi-faceted analysis. Bravo  

 

Patrick Bernard (founder of Bordeaux négociant Millésima) 

 

sed with the condensed yet informative, not to mention beautiful, presentation 

 

Shawn Yang (wine importer and collector) 
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